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About Temperature Optimization
Termis supports temperature optimization.
The following is an overview of the principles and processes that enable you to perform temperature optimization for Termis. You are recommended to carefully study the setup description for temperature optimization.

Target audience
The typical target audience for setting up temperature optimization involves system integrators or advanced end users.
However, you are assumed to be a fully trained Operator of Termis.
Use the checklists supplied with the documentation to get an overview of how to implement
temperature optimization and also to keep track of the implementation process. For details
see Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
You are recommended to print the checklists so that you can add your comments during the process.

Purpose
The purpose of temperature optimization is to minimize the total production and distribution costs over a certain period
of time in a district heating system by means of reducing the average temperature level in the system. This also allows
you to meet the demand at peak periods in a more economical way while also securing defined minimum supply temperatures.

Overview
The temperature will be kept at the lowest possible level in the far end of the network to provide critical customers with
a sufficient level of heat supply.
Temperature optimization allows optimization of networks with several heating plants and several booster pumps in
addition to considering the heat storage in the network and the conditions for the dynamic temperature.
The figure illustrates the options to include several points with critical minimum temperatures and several plants
included in optimization.

Basically, temperature optimization is a black box or a PLC (programmable logic controller) that provides an optimized
supply temperature (the operative parameter) as a setpoint for each active heat plant in the system delivered to SCADA
on a sequential basis.
The optimization problem is a non-linear dynamic optimization that is solved in the following order:
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1. Run a base case.
2. Perform linearization of the effect of a temperature change.
3. Formulate and solve a linear programming problem.
4. Verify solution.

Supported constraints
Temperature optimization observes the following constraints:
l

A time dependent minimum supply temperature at any user defined critical node in the system.

l

Maximum and minimum inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum rate of change of inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum flow capacity at heat plants.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures in the network.

l

Maximum flow capacity at booster stations.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures at heat plants.

l

Minimum pressure change in any node object.

Data Manager
For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 13.

Additional subjects to consider in regards to temperature optimization
Subject

Description

Submodels

Submodels can be viewed as an option to simulate a group of zones one by
one rather than conducting one large simulation of the entire area in one process.
If your model includes hydraulically separated areas where each area contains
a heat plant or heat exchanger, you may want to consider simulating each
areas as a submodel. The benefit of such an approach is a substantial reduction of the simulation time.
You can use submodels in more or less any shape or form according to your
needs. The baseline for applying submodels is for you to have a well-defined
model in regards to plants, objects, boundary conditions, etc.
For details see About Submodels, page 16.

Load forecast

The load forecast is the basis for the simulation of future events, and it is an
important input factor for temperature optimization.
For details see About Load Forecasting, page 17.
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About Cyclic Simulation
This topic explains the principle behind the setup of a cyclic simulation processes for your model. Cyclic simulation is a
process for which your model is simulated in a sequential manner. The models you use for cyclic simulation are exactly
the same models you use for manual simulation (offline) and that are built and calibrated for design analysis. However,
the major boundary conditions are used to operate the model in cyclic mode.
A simulation process also involves the configuration of the following functions, and you are recommended to study
these areas as part of your setup.

Additional information
l

Data Manager
For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 13.

l

Submodels
For details see About Submodels, page 16.

l

Load Forecasting
For details see About Load Forecasting, page 17.

In this topic you can find information on the following actions to perform in regards to a cyclic simulation:
l

Data flow

l

Measurements as boundary conditions

l

Required measurements

l

Use of average measurements

l

Flow adaption

l

Return temperature adaption

l

Results of operations

Before
Before you can start a cyclic simulation you must attend to the following settings.
l

Boundary conditions (Mandatory)
These conditions are described in-depth in the topic About Boundary Conditions, page 19.

l

Flow adaption (Optional)
The load in the network determines the distribution among the nodes in the model. The total estimated node
load is scaled or adapted to fit the actual metered production.

l

Return temperature adaption (Optional)
The defined cooling or return temperature at node level is adjusted to fit the actual return temperature to each
production plant. Flow adaption together with return temperature adaption actually conduct a power adaption.

l

Data Manager facilities (Optional)
Data Manager is the interface between SCADA and the Termis model. Data Manager is used to pre-process
SCADA values with respect to data checks, emulation of failed measurements and unit conversion.
You can use the integrated Data Manager function (new as of version 5.0 of Termis). Optionally, you can still use
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the stand-alone application. For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page 13.

Status of cyclic simulations
It is important to supervise the cyclic simulation to ensure a stable process for communication, simulation, and flow of
measurements. You are recommended to perform the supervision using a monitoring system such as SCADA, or similar
control or monitoring center that allow the sending of alarms to Operators should there be flaws in the process.
For details see How To: View Status Simulation, page 89.

Data flow
The cyclic simulation requires boundary conditions that typically come from a SCADA system.
In general, the SCADA system supplies Termis with the required measurement data (such as pressure, flow, power and
temperature) using the integrated Data Manager function. For details see About Data Manager and Data Services, page
13. (Alternatively, you can use the stand-alone Data Manager.)
A cyclic simulation is a dynamic simulation that starts at a certain point in time and looks into the future for a period of
time thus allowing the Operator to be pro-active during the operation. The prerequisite for this kind of process can be a
load forecast. The load forecast as performed by the stand-alone Load Forecaster application is based on a meteorological forecast of outdoor temperatures and wind speed. Termis typically requires a new digital weather forecast
every 4 hours or at least on a daily basis.
Termis is used to conduct different types of simulations. The typical simulation types are:
l

Simple dynamic simulations.

l

Temperature optimization.

l

Production scheduling.

In regards to optimization, the system calculates one or several setpoints, that are ported back to SCADA. See for example How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page 74.
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Measurements as boundary conditions
A basic facility in simulations is the functionality to apply the current conditions in the model.
The current situation is in this context defined as the actual load to the system, the actual pressure at pressure controlling devices and the actual temperatures at plants.
The feature to reflect the current conditions is built-in and depends on the actual parameter. If the parameter is pressure then a selected pressure measurement is assigned directly to for example a node.
Examples of this are definition of static pressure in a plant and the main pumps controlling the pressure change in a
node.
Flow measurements are required on all plants and at supply pipes between the flow control zones. The flow measurements form the basis for flow adaption.
Flow measurements used as boundary conditions are normally reflected in the simulation results. However, if there is
more than one flow measurement to a plant in the zone, the sum of all flows is used directly as a boundary condition.
Any deviation between the simulated flow and the measured flow can be observed for each plant in combination with
other defined boundary conditions.
Temperature conditions are basically defined as the supply temperature from each plant. The return temperature at the
plant is calculated as a result of the temperature loss through the pipe system and the actually defined cooling or return
temperature in each node (that is the customer). This temperature may afterwards be adapted to a measurement via
return temperature adaption. For details see the section Return temperature adaption in the ensuing.
It is not possible to actually define the plant production flow or heat exchanger flow as boundary conditions at all locations. For mathematical reasons at least one device must be unknown. The unknown production (in model) is a calculated value that depends on the aggregated demand in each node and on the actual system heat loss.

Required measurements
The following measurements are mandatory for each submodel to run a cyclic simulation.
l

Flow at all plants.

l

Flow at all supply pipes between flow control zones.

l

Flow at secondary section in a heat exchanger, if the object is available in the model.

l

Static pressure in at least one plant or heat exchanger in each submodel.

l

Temperature measurements at all plants and secondary sections in heat exchangers, at return side as well as
supply side.

l

A setpoint pressure for all pump groups. The main pumps typically require a pressure change somewhere in the
network. Pumps will typically have a downstream pressure setpoint.

l

A setpoint pressure for all pump groups; typically a downstream pressure setpoint.

Use of average measurements
The measurements used as boundary conditions in the model must reflect the time resolution used in the modeling
environment. An example is a measurement oscillating with a smaller period than the simulation time step. The system
must in such cases be set up to use average values where the average period is comparable to the simulation time step.
Control equipment with bad tuning or design will often cause large and fast oscillations requiring the use of average
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values.
When you set up a system setup for which the average values are not available from SCADA or they are generated too
late, you must configure Data Manager to collect data with a short cycle generating representative average values via
the built-in reduction and arithmetic functions.

Flow adaption
Flow adaption is the facility that allows the total demand node flow, including flow in by-passes, to fit to the total net
flow supplied to a zone. Flow adaption is conducted at zone level defined via the zone association at node level. The total
supply flow to the zone is then used to scale the node flow to the required net flow supplied to the zone. For cyclic simulations this scaling is done for the first time step in each simulation.
A zone in this context consists of a supplied area that includes:
l

Several demand nodes with an estimated time dependent load.

l

At least one plant or heat exchanger supplying heat to the present zone.

l

Optional heat import or export to or from other zones. This option requires flow measurements on the boundary
between each zone at least on the supply or return side. If a flow meter is omitted on the return side, then Termis applies the same mass flow in both supply and return.

l

Optionally measured demands.

The adaption factor is calculated using the following formula and moreover illustrated in the figure of a zone.
Schematic illustration of a flow control zone

Formula

that constitutes the basis for flow adaption.

where
f

adap

Adaption factor.

Q

Metered production (flow).

Q

Metered demand (flow).

Q

Estimated demand (flow).

Q

Flow imported from another zone.

Q

Flow exported to another zone.

P
MD
EST
IM
EX
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Q

BY

Estimated bypass flow.

Flow adaption is required for simulations where one or more node demands are estimated or not measured.

Return temperature adaption
Return temperature adaption is a facility that allows the simulated return temperature at plants to fit metered values.
The following figure illustrates the typical boundary conditions related to temperature for a system. The figure shows a
simplified model including one plant and one consumer node.

The result of a standard simulation (without adaption) is a simulated return temperature at the plant, which has a certain deviation from the measured value. The calculation of the return temperature looks as follows:
Plant supply temperature minus the drop in the pipe system temperature minus the cooling in the consumer node.
The deviation is caused by:
l

An incorrectly estimated cooling or return temperature at consumer node.

l

A badly calibrated heat loss in the network.

l

Incorrectly configured by-passes in the network.

The return temperature adaption assumes that the defined cooling or return temperatures at consumer nodes are incorrect and will simply adjust the defined cooling or defined return temperatures to make the best possible fit at the plant.
However, there will be no adaption if there is a measurement on the node.
For zones with only one plant it is a fairly simple process to perform return temperature adaption. In zones with more
than one plant the system will use one of the following two methods to calculate the adaption.
l

Average method.

l

Distributed method.

A. Average method
The network is characterized by production from several plants. One of the plants does not have a supply area if this
plant is the supplying unit. In other words, the supply flow from the plant to the area is too low to conduct an adaption.
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The power is typically a combination of supplies.
In this case the return temperature adaption must be calculated based on weighted average return temperatures in
plants. The best fit to all return temperatures will be made without an exact match.
If two or more plants are clustered in a local upstream area you must manually select the option Use average temperature adaption method.

To set average temp. adaption parameter
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters and point to Modeling,
Advanced Setup. Select the check box for the parameter Use Average Temperature Adaption Method.

If you do not select the average method the result can be a missing convergence.

B. Distributed method
The network is characterized by a supply of power from several plants. All plants have a sufficiently dedicated supply
area that allows the adjustment of the return temperature based on a significant dedicated flow. The power is typically
not a combination of supplies.
By default the return temperature adaption will use the distributed method.
The system will only adapt to the time series for which there exist measurements. For cyclic (real-time) simulations
that is typically only the first time step in a simulation.
The return temperature adaption conducts a seasonal adaption of the relatively unknown behavior of the heating
device used in the network.

Limitations
If you define a high return temperature in a node this action can result in a small difference between temperatures in
the supply and return side of a node. Such a situation will cause the flow to increase and lead to a potentially bad convergence.
The system is accordingly operating with a minimum acceptable differential temperature defined globally by the user.
The default value is 10 0 C.

Results of operations
Once you have completed all the measures and actions for the setup you will notice the following results for your operation depending on whether you run cyclic or perform a non-cyclic simulation:
l

Extended system knowledge where a few measurements at plants and control devices are extended to full knowledge of hydraulic and thermal conditions all over the network. Actually selected simulated parameters can be
passed back to SCADA for presentation of virtual measurements substituting real and expensive measurements.
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l

The system performs an optimization process (such as for temperature, production by calculating the optimal setpoint, which is passed back to SCADA as basis for the control system.

l

A system reflects the actual conditions and estimates future process parameters using the production schedule
and defined process control. Subsequently, the system allows the Operator to be proactive as the system will generate alarms for future events based on the operating schedule. This facility is a supplement to SCADA, which is
configured to generate events based on current or historical measurements.

l

Presentation of propagating temperature fronts allowing the display of the dynamic reaction on production
changes all over the network.

l

Availability of an updated model at any time ready for a what-if analysis.
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About Data Manager and Data Services
The Data Manager is a stand-alone application that enables you, the system or network administrator, to configure, preprocess, and administer data from any data source such as supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.
These actions are handled using independent processes called Data Services.
If you run Termis using Data Manager V2.1 or earlieryou should read the topic in the Aquis/Termis documentation named How To Establish a Data Connection. How To: Establish a Data Connection, page 77.
You can use any of the following data services
l

SQL (Collects external data (such as SCADA, etc.) in compatible databases.

l

TXT (Receives external data (such as SCADA, etc.) via comma separated ascii files.

l

EWS (Ecostruxure Web Service Schneider Electric corporate web service).

l

OPC (Receives external data (such as SCADA, etc.) using the OPC (DA2 protocol).

The following figure shows the data communication from the SCADA system via data services and into Aquis/TermisTermis.

When you have completed the setup of the data service, data is sent to Aquis/Termis Termis through data services.
Here the data will be applicable for further processing in a real-time scenario.
You can use the data services to perform the following actions:
l

Receive data from any data source; typically a SCADA system.

l

Make the preprocessed data available for online simulations (real-time and historic).

l

SQL data service only: You can retrieve historic data.
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Setup prerequisites
You must have the following information and installations in place before you can start the transfer of data from your
data acquisition system (SCADA) using the data services.
l

Server name and port number
The setup of Aquis/TermisTermis and its data services depends on how you decide to distribute the workload
across multiple computers. You can have multiple setup combinations. The setup is solely determined by the decisions you must make as a system administrator for the network that you are responsible for. If you decide to
install on multiple computers, you must have the information on server name and port number available for the
configuration of parameters.

l

Data Manager database
You must install a Data Manager SQL database to run in connection with TermisAquis/Termis.
You are recommended to install the freeware Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Express).
You can find the latest version from this site (Link last visited October 2012):
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29062

l

The OPC data service requires that the Data Service client operates with the same user account as the one for
the OPC server.

Work flow
This figure illustrates the data flow from the preferred data service to Termis. You must complete the configuration
under 3a to allow data entry.

Configure Termis (3a)
To establish a successful connection between data service and Termis, there are a couple of mandatory settings for the
multi-user setup that you must attend (3a). The multi-user settings must be reflected in the preferred data service
setup (3b).
l

Locate the parameters under the dialog for the Configuration Parameters>Infrastructure, External Connection Settings in Termis.
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Setup options
You can download the data service application and supported documentation from the Partner Area on our web site,
www.7t.dk. Make sure to install the application running as an administrator. You must have proper credentials to log on
to the Partner Area.
A. Multiple setup
You can install the data service(s) on a computer separate from where you have your Aquis/Termis Termis application.
B. Single computer
You can install and run the data service(s) on the same computer as where you have Aquis/TermisTermis.

Next
Proceed to the topic How To: Get Started Using Data Services, page 1.
When you have completed the setup of the preferred data service as explained in the document Data Services, Setup
Guide, proceed in Termis by fetching data. See How To: Fetch Data from Preferred Data Service, page 72.
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About Submodels
This topic provides an outline description of the concept of submodels.
You can use submodels in more or less any shape or form according to your needs. In the following you will find a pointer
to basic setup description just as you are recommended to explore the possibilities and see how they match your simulation needs for a particular area. The baseline for applying submodels is for you to have a well-defined model in regards
to plant, objects, boundary conditions, etc.
There are several approaches through which you can define your submodels. In addition, the following example applies
a condition to further define the submodel. The example also shows how to use a forecast for the submodels.
To ensure the presence of a pressure control zone in the simulation process, you must add the relevant pressure control zone to the submodel condition.
If you run Temperature Optimization for your network you will experience a noticeable difference in the load on performance when you use submodels. The option can be selected prior to each simulation as explained in the How To
topic.
The following example illustrates a large network with four well-defined submodels. Your network may not be as large as
the illustration, but you can still use submodels.
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About Load Forecasting
The load forecast is a projection in time of the aggregated load in the network.
This topic provides an overview of the load forecast functionality in Termis and explains how to enable the load forecast
in the application.
You must activate the load forecast for submodels under the Run dialog box.

Enable load forecast
To apply load forecast in Termis ensure that you have selected the check box for the parameter.

To enable load forecast
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters. Under Model Setup select
the check box for Use External Load Forecast.

When you define load forecast for your submodel(s) the application will automatically create three new time series for
which you need to configure the load forecast for the plant. The time series are located under a folder named Forecast,
and the name for each time series will be added the name of the submodel. See the figure in the following for an illustration of this.
Item

Description

TS_E_Forecast_<submodel name>

This is the load forecast that needs to be configured.

TS_E_CorrForecast_<submodel name>

This is the corrected load forecast ( TS_CorrF_”submodel name” *
TS_E_Forecast_”submodel name”).
This time series is the one used for the simulation.

TS_CorrF_<submodel name>

Calculates the factor to correct and adjust the load forecast. The
factor changes the load forecast. The initial load on the plant consists of all current measurements.
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You may want to consider the use of another one of the 7T products; namely the stand-alone application Load Forecaster. This application receives required information regarding meteorological
forecasts, historical, and actual zone data for production of the Load Forecast from the Data Manager
application. The stand-alone Load Forecaster is designed to estimate forecasts for models that
encompass Power time series as configured under Termis.
For details contact you point of purchase for the 7T products.
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About Boundary Conditions
Similar to other simulation applications, Termis requires certain input data (boundary conditions) to perform model simulations. A simulation model must observe a set of hydraulic and thermal requirements before it is possible to identify
and solve a given situation. As for steam models, it is only possible to define the return temperature.
A homogenous model with proper boundary conditions will normally give a fast and stable convergence. However, bad
boundary conditions assigned to the model will under certain circumstances generate bad or no convergence. In this
case you can apply a relaxation number under the configuration parameters. The relaxation is a facility used in iterations to secure stable convergence. The relaxation can under bad conditions secure a stable convergence using conservative changes to the parameters that are iterated.
The following requirements must be met to run a hydraulic simulation.
If you enable temperature optimization to meet the requirements for peak periods you must among
others observe the boundary conditions described under the topic Temperature Optimization
Requirements, page 26.
l

Flow or power consumption definition
All nodes acting as a consumer must have a consumption defined either as power or as a flow. Accepted values
for consumption are positive figures defining a real consumption.
0.0 indicates no consumption
Blank cells are handled as no consumption.

l

Return temperature or temperature difference
For all nodes with a consumption, you must define the temperature difference or the return temperature.

l

Static pressure
The static pressure maintains the pressure level in the system in either supply side or return side. The static pressure is defined in a heat plant.
A special option is available allowing you to define the static pressure in the heat plant in between supply and
return relative to the return side.
You must define at least one static pressure in the system.

l

Pressure change
The pressure change contributes to defining the previously unknown pressure level in the system (supply or
return) opposed to the known defined static pressure. See the figure.

The pressure change is typically defined in a node as a control set point for the main pumps.
You can substitute the pressure change with a pressure in the system part (supply or return) opposed to the
known defined static pressure.
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l

Supply temperature
You must state the temperature in the supply pipe at the producer level.
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Basic Actions for Temperature Optimization
This section provides in-depth descriptions of the actions you must perform for a successful temperature optimization
setup.
Temperature Optimization Parameters

22
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22
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22
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22

Pump parameters

24

Plant parameters

24
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26
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26
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27

Balance between model details, time requirements, and CPU performance

30

SCADA data retrieval

31

Temperature Optimization Time Resolution

32
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34
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34

Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution
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38
38

Temperature Optimization Data Post Processing
Post processing
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39
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40
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Results
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Savings when using temperature optimization
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Temperature Optimization Parameters
This topic states the parameters for temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Temperature optimization parameters
The temperature optimization configuration requires the definition of a number of parameters compared to an ordinary
real-time model. These parameters and their effect are described in the ensuing sections.

Configuration parameters
To access the list of temperature optimization parameters
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameters.

Parameter

Description

Time Step for Temperature
Change

The resolution of the optimized temperature time series.
For details see the explanation under the topic Temperature Optimization Time Resolution, page 32.

Temperature Change

Temperature change used in experiments.
The temperature change is the temperature step change used in
the experiments identifying the dynamic effect in the network.
The temperature change is defined globally for the model and
must have a value between 1 and 2 degrees Celsius.

Max. transport time

The maximum transport time for all supply routes between the
heat plants and the critical nodes.

Node parameters
To access the node parameters for temperature optimization
l

Locate the affected nodes, right-click and select the group Temperature Optimization.

Parameter/Code

Description

TemperatureSupMinTO/TSTOMIN

Critical low supply temperature.
The critical low supply temperature must be defined for selected
nodes in the far end of the network. This temperature must be
defined at location with a certain number of attached consumers.
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Parameter/Code

Description
The reason for this is to obtain a reasonable flow (that is no concurrency effect).

PressureSupMin TO/PSTOMIN

Node pressure limit.

PresureSupMax TO/PSTOMAX

Optional pressure constraints can be defined on any node as either

PressureRetMin TO/PRTOMIN
PressureREtMax TO/PRTOMAX

a minimum or maximum pressure limit.
If the pressure during a simulation tends to violate a maximum
downstream supply pressure in a node, then the system will try to
increase the supply temperature to adjust for the situation by
reducing the flow. This is illustrated in the following figure.
The figure in the ensuing displays a pressure constraint where the
pressure sustaining device is located at the return side, and where
Dotted line

Pressure gradient with normal supply temperature.

Solid line

Pressure gradients with increased supply temperature and reduced flow.

The optimization will not match the limits exactly as the optimization uses linearization of the system response in the adjustment of the dynamic behavior. Minor violations of the limits must
be accepted or corrected using more restrictive limits.
Violations up to ten or more percent are expected depending on
the used time steps and the dynamic conditions in the network.
PressureDiffMinTO/DPTOMIN

The minimum allowed pressure change.
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Pump parameters
To access the plant parameters for temperature optimization
l

Locate the affected pumps, right-click and select the group Temperature Optimization (Return and
Supply).

Parameter/Code

Description

FlowMaxTOSup/QTOMAXS

These parameters define the maximum flow for the supply side
and the return side.

FlowMaxTORet/QTOMAXR

It is optional to define a maximum flow of boosters for temperature optimization.

Plant parameters
You only need to configure the parameters for temperature optimization on the plant if you want to
include the plant in the simulation process, else the simulation will disregard the plant for temperature optimization.

To access the plant parameters for temperature optimization
l

Locate the affected plant, right-click and select the group Temperature Optimization.

Parameter/Code

Description

FlowSupMin TO/QSTOMIN

Heat plant and booster flow limits.

FlowSupMax TO/QSTOMAX

It is mandatory to define both a minimum and maximum flow con-

For the booster flow, see the
Pump parameters.

straint at all heat plants.
It is optional to define a maximum flow at boosters.
If the calculated flow situation tends to violate a maximum flow
constraint then the system will try to increase the supply temperature to adjust for the situation.
The optimization will not match the limits exactly as the optimization uses linearization of the system response in the adjustment of the dynamic behavior. Minor violations of the limits must
be accepted or corrected using more restrictive limits.
Violations up to ten or more percent are expected depending on
the used time steps and the dynamic conditions in the network.

TemperatureSupMin
TO/TSTOMIN
TempereatureSupMax
TO/TSTOMAX

Heat plant temperature limits.
The temperature limits in heat plants are mandatory. The limits
define the operating range for the supply temperature.
The minimum temperature is convenient in the adjustment
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Parameter/Code

Description
phase during which it is possible to keep the supply temperature
at a higher level than necessary until the Operators have confidence in the system.

PressureSupMax TO/PSTOMAX
PressureRetMin
TO/PRTOMIN

Heat plant pressure limit.
Optional pressure limits can be defined in a heat plant as a maximum pressure in supply and a minimum pressure respectively.
If the calculated flow situation tends to violate a pressure constraint then the system tries to increase the supply temperature
to adjust for the situation in a similar fashion as explained for the
Heat plant and booster flow limits (see parameter section above).

TemperatureMaxChange
TO/TDTOMAX

Heat plant temperature rate of change.
The maximum rate of change of temperature in heat plants is
mandatory temperature optimization information.
By default the temperature rate of change must be 1 or 2 degrees
Celsius per hour. Faster changes are typically measured due to
heat plant temperature regulation and control equipment at end
users’ heating devices. You should be aware that this value has a
significant impact on the optimized temperature time series for
the heat plant. A reduced rate of change of temperature has a
tendency to minimize the fluctuations.

Next
Temperature Optimization Requirements, page 26
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Temperature Optimization Requirements
This topic states the requirements defined for data and model. You are recommended to familiarize yourself with these
requirements before you proceed to the actual optimization implementation.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Boundary conditions
To fully benefit from the temperature optimization function, you must observe the following boundary conditions. You
must define them to meet the requirements for peak periods in your consumption.
l

The majority of the consumption must be defined as power.

l

The temperature must be defined as return temperature.

For information about boundary conditions in general see About Boundary Conditions, page 19.

Data requirements
You must familiarize yourself with the following requirements before you start the temperature optimization process.

View data requirements
Requirements

Description

Implementation requirements

Ensure that you observe the following district heating requirements before you proceed with the implementation:

Temperature optimization sup-

l

The supply system must be water/liquid based (not steam)
including both supply and return system.

l

The system must be a heating system, not a chilling system.

l

At end user level the district heating system must have
flow regulation equipment that secures the supply of the
required heat; that is a fixed flow system cannot be optimized using temperature optimization. However, a simple
real-time model can be of great value in this case.

l

Minimum supply temperature at any user defined critical
node in the system configured as a constant or a time
series.

l

Maximum and minimum inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum rate of change of inlet temperature at plants.

l

Maximum flow capacity at heat plants.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures in the network.

ported constraints
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Requirements

Required data

Description
l

Maximum flow capacity at booster stations.

l

Maximum and minimum pressures at heat plants.

l

Minimum allowed pressure change in nodes.

Temperature optimization requires the following data to be supplied as input on a regular basis:
l

An hourly based load forecast for each zone in the model
being optimized. Alternatively, a meteorological weather
forecast for the next 24 to 36 hours.

l

Actual flow at all heat plants or heat exchangers supplying
heat to the network.

l

Actual supply and return temperature at all heat
plants/heat exchangers in the network.

l

Actual pressure conditions at all regulation points in the network (pressure change setpoints and absolute pressure setpoints).

l

A heat supply schedule for all heat plants supplying heat to
the optimized system if the system encompasses more
than one heat plant.

Model requirements
An ideal temperature optimization model observes the following criteria:
l

The model is based on a temperature and pressure calibrated model.

l

The model is simplified to a backbone net with distribution pipes to critical nodes.

l

The model does not include thermally controlled bypasses.

l

The model is configured to have a fast and stable convergence.

l

The majority of the nodes defines the load as power, not as flow.

l

The majority of the nodes defines a fixed return temperature, not as a temperature change.

The model requirements in the preceding can only be fulfilled if you use different models for different purposes. An example could be a temperature optimization model running the optimization and a more detailed distribution model running
in real-time mode using the temperature optimization results as input to reflect the consequences of the suggested
supply temperatures, production schedule and load forecast.

Calibration
The model must be based on a calibrated model. The focus should be on the supply temperature in the far end of the network as this is the critical parameter in temperature optimization. It is important to base the calibration on both a high
load and a summer load situation to reflect seasonal changes.
In this respect the far end of the network is not an end user, but a blind end location with a representative load and
where the concurrence effect is reduced. In Scandinavia for example you will need a node with approximately ten end
users being supplied.
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It is furthermore important to check that the return temperature at the heat plants is simulated with an accuracy of
only a few degrees in the different seasons.

Simplified model
The model must be simplified to reduce the simulation time while still giving a correct calculation of the supply temperature at the defined critical nodes.
The following figure illustrates the ideal simplified temperature optimization model compared to the typical distribution
model displayed in the ensuing figure. The simplification has reduced the temperature optimization simulation time
from 3 hours to under 10 minutes.

Sample: Ideal simplified model
This simplified model includes 391 pipe and 367 nodes.

Sample: Typical distributed model
This distribution model includes 2,399 pipes and 2,364 nodes.
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The simplification scenario must observe the following requirements:
l

The simplified model must include the critical nodes selected via evaluation of the distribution model during
winter and summer loads.

l

The simplification must ensure that the demand in deleted blind end sections is moved towards the nearest
upstream node in the remaining part. The return temperature and the load in these nodes must be an aggregated value.

l

The simplified model must also include a representative bypass flow to avoid that the not cooled flow has a bad
influence on the calculated return temperature. For details see the section Thermally controlled bypasses in temperature optimization.

The simplified model will not provide the Operator with all the information that a full model can provide. However, it is
sufficient for temperature optimization. An example is the calculated heat loss. The heat loss is not based on the full
model, including service pipes, but temperature optimization will not need to calculate the full heat loss as the backbone
flow and the flow to critical points are calculated correctly and thereby the supply temperature.
The applied return temperature corrections will ensure that the defined node return temperatures are corrected to compensate for the missing heat loss. As a consequence the missing heat loss is included in the node demand.

Thermally controlled bypasses in temperature optimization
There are two principles for the control of the far end supply temperature.
l

Use temperature optimization

l

Apply thermally controlled bypasses.

The thermally controlled bypasses have a significant impact on temperature optimization simulations and should be
reduced to a minimum.
Active thermally controlled bypasses moreover have an unpredictable impact on each other leading to unstable convergence and long simulation time.
The thermally controlled bypasses must be simulated in the best possible way in a temperature optimization model.
It is strongly recommended that the number of thermally controlled bypasses in a temperature optimization model is
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reduced to a minimum corresponding to locations in the far end of the network.
This will actually constitute the optimal situation since the thermal bypasses are not chasing each other leading to a random solution. An example of a thermal bypass to be removed is one in a location where another thermally controlled
bypass is located downstream.
Temperature optimization handles the thermally controlled bypasses as described in the ensuing. The first simulation
that is created is used to calculate the bypass flow through each thermally controlled bypass. This flow is subsequently
kept at a constant level regardless of temperature changes. The flow is also kept constant in the last simulation, which
can lead to a result where the supply temperature in a node with a defined thermal bypass is below the setpoint. This
method is introduced to ensure a stable convergence and the best possible temperature optimization solution.

Fixed bypasses in temperature optimization
In the simplified model it is important to evaluate strategically located equivalent bypasses to calibrate the return temperature with the estimated local node return temperature. The equivalent bypass is basically calculated using a diameter equivalent to the added cross-sectional areas of all bypasses.
The equivalent bypass can moreover be compensated for a higher pressure change applied on the equivalent bypasses.

Pumps
The purpose of temperature optimization is to reduce the temperature level in the network. At the same time the flow
will increase and cause the pumping costs to increase. It is therefore important to include proper pump characteristics in
the model.
Temperature optimization includes a proper power estimate if no pump characteristic is defined. The power is in this
case calculated as the hydraulic power (volumetric flow x head). You can then include the average overall pump efficiency in the pump price. This model will often be better than a badly defined pump characteristic.
A defined pump characteristic must include a characteristic, which allows extrapolation for increasing flow. This means
that during extrapolation the power characteristic will always start at zero and end at zero. Consequently, you are recommended to avoid defining pump characteristics in temperature optimization models.

Balance between model details, time requirements, and CPU performance
There must be a certain balance among the model details (size), fast simulations, accuracy, and CPU performance.
The following requirements will increase the simulation time or CPU load:
l

More details in model.

l

Advanced controls.

l

Thermally controlled bypasses (should be avoided).

l

Longer simulation periods.

l

Less simulation time step (maintain the same total simulation length).

l

Several models running in parallel.

l

More frequent temperature optimization experiments.

For faster simulations the preceding items must be reviewed and reverse actions taken to get the right balance.
The performance must be evaluated to give the best result with respect to the purpose of the model. The purpose of a
temperature optimization model is to:
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l

Perform best possible calculation of the temperature conditions in the transport route to all critical points. All
other branches or pipe sections are of no interest.

l

Perform best possible calculation of the return temperature to reflect bypasses.

l

Calculated pressures are of secondary interest, except if the temperature optimization model includes pressure
constraints, or the bypass flow is highly dependent on it.

You can configure a more detailed model including all equipment to reflect the results of a temperature optimization simulation for the Operators running in parallel of the optimizing model.

SCADA data retrieval
The implementation of temperature optimization requires the following update processes for the SCADA system.
A. SCADA must be able to present the actual supply temperature setpoint along with the actual temperature.
B. Options to present the optimal setpoint 1, 2, or 3 hours ahead could be of interest for an Operator, who is not
allowed to monitor temperature optimization.
C. A fall-back setpoint temperature must be available to manually update and invoke in case of failure in temperature optimization or communication.
D. An indicator displaying the actual status of temperature optimization must be available. The status indicator
must allow automatic fall-back to manual control of setpoint as well as change between closed loop and manual
control.
E. An indicator displaying the status of temperature optimization as set to OK or too old must be available.
F. An indicator displaying the status of communication between SCADA and temperature optimization must be
available.
For an example of a SCADA setup see the topic Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme, page 40.

Next
Temperature Optimization Time Resolution, page 32
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Temperature Optimization Time Resolution
This topic explains the time periods applied to temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Time resolution
The following four time periods are important for cyclic simulations in regards to the overall performance and accuracy.
The table provides an overview of the use of terminology in Termis and where to access the parameter. Each time period
is described in-depth in the ensuing sections.
Termis Terminology

Where to apply a value in Termis

Time step

From menu bar select Simulate and then the Simulation

Period

menu.

Cycle
Time step for temperature

From the menu bar select Configuration and then Con-

change

figuration Parameters.

Time step
This is the step length that defines the interval between simulated time steps in a dynamic simulation. It is the smallest
time resolution of loads in the nodes. The time set for Time step moreover impacts the calculated propagation of temperature changes in the model.
Less time steps mean better simulation of a steep time step change downstream in the network. However, the simulation time will increase for smaller time steps given a certain simulation length.
To clarify the dynamic behavior of the model it is important to perform an analysis of the specific model. This analysis
must basically include a steep temperature change at all heat plants using varying loads, time steps, and duration of simulations. The propagation of the temperature change must be evaluated at selected nodes as time series, and a relevant
time step selected as a compromise between accuracy and simulation time.
As default you should use a time step between 15 minutes and 60 minutes.

Period
The Period is the total duration of a simulation and it is defined as the difference between simulation stop time and simulation start time. The simulation period must be defined using the following criteria:
l

Time wise the end user must feel that the expected load is reflected and peak levels simulated in a satisfying
manner in the forecasted period.

l

The period must cover at least two or three cycles (intervals between simulations) allowing communication to fail
and thereby a new simulation to fail due to missing data one or two times (cycles). If the next simulation fails
then an earlier result will cover the same period.
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Cycle
The Cycle is the interval between the simulations for temperature optimization. This interval must be as short as possible, but no less than the simulation time of a simulation. The simulation interval moreover depends on other loads on
the computer as several models can run simultaneously causing the interval to be extended to avoid violating the computing capacity.
The weather conditions can change unexpectedly leading to an incorrect load forecast without an updated load forecast.
This situation can lead to too low supply temperatures during a peak load, which could be critical. A new simulation will
always start at the measured load and thereby improve this situation.

Time step for temperature change
The period Time step for temperature change is the time interval between simulated experiments of step changes
at heat plants. This parameter is only relevant for temperature optimization and is set as a value under the Configuration Parameters dialog.
The value has a significant influence on temperature optimization simulation time as it determines the number of conducted simulations. The lower the value the more simulations.
The value has also a significant influence on the temperature profile at the heat plant. If there is a zigzag curve the
curve can be smoother using a shorter time step.
As default value you are recommended to start with one hour and then change the value in the adjusting phase depending on the optimization result.
In the experiment loop, the internal simulation length is extended with the actual longest traveling time for a water particle from the relevant heat plant to the critical nodes.
The Time step definition for a temperature change must correlate with the definition for the Time
step under the Run menu. The Time step must be divisible by the value stated for the Time step for
temperature change.

Next
Temperature Optimization Simulation Cycle, page 34
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Temperature Optimization Simulation Cycle
This topic explains the tasks that influence the end result of temperature optimization. For in-depth information on the
simulation process that applies to Termis in general you are referred to the topic About Cyclic Simulation, page 6.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Simulation cycle
The temperature optimization cycle includes different tasks. This section describes the process that focuses on explaining the parts that influence the result and how you can improve the process.
The following flow chart displays the schematic process for the temperature optimization. The subtasks are explained in
details in the ensuing sections.
l

Reference simulation.

l

Rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures.

l

Linear programming problem.

l

Alternative solution.

l

Simulation time.
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Reference simulation
The reference simulation is a dynamic simulation based on the actual conditions with respect to production, pressure,
and temperature conditions in addition to the load for the defined period.
The reference simulation encompasses a rough time estimate that depends on the supply temperature at all heat
plants and calculated as described under the ensuing section Rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures.
In addition, the reference simulation calculates the maximum transport time for all supply routes between the heat
plants and the critical nodes. The maximum transportation time is automatically added to the simulation period to generate a correct system response for the full simulation period. To elaborate on this statement you can say that the temperature optimization must cover at least the full transportation plus the defined simulation period in order to include
valid results for the effects of the far end critical node. The system will only present results for the requested period. The
added period is not presented.

Rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures
Temperature optimization is a dynamic optimization problem, which is handled via linearization techniques. The
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linearization is based on the temperatures available via the reference simulation.
The better the linearization basis, the more accurate results you will get for the temperature optimization solution when
you focus on flow and pressure constraints. It is therefore important to start the process with an estimate of the supply
temperatures from each heat plant.
The linearization basis or the rough estimate of time dependent supply temperatures are estimated using the following
principles:
A. A steady-state simulation is calculated providing the supply temperatures all over the network and the transportation time from heat plants to critical nodes.
B. The difference between calculated supply temperature and the defined critical temperature in critical nodes are
used together with transportation time to adjust the supply temperature from all heat plants to a minimum
level. This procedure generates an aggregated time dependent time series of the supply temperature taking all
critical nodes into account as well as all supply routes if more than one heat plant is involved.
C. The aggregated curves described under step B are corrected for possible maximum flow violations and violations
of pressure constraints. The correction is conducted using partial derivatives.
The estimated time dependent supply temperatures are used in the optimization experiments as basis for linearization.

Linear programming problem
Input to the linear programming problem is the effect of temperature changes at all heat plants at all times in the given
period. This input is generated via a series of experiments.
One experiment is defined as a fully dynamic simulation of the full network having a step change in supply temperature
at a certain time defined. The result at this experiment is the actual influence on all critical nodes together with the total
costs.
Through the experiment results and actual constraints the linear programming algorithm will find a solution to the problem.
A solution will include an optimal supply temperature time series for each heat plant, which is used for a final dynamic
hydraulic and thermal simulation. Within a certain tolerance range this solution will fulfill all flow and pressure constraints and reduce the supply temperature in at least one critical node to the defined value as fast as possible.
The lack of a solution is only caused by a formulated problem where one or several of the following constraints are violated:
l

At some point in time during the simulation period the supply temperature in a critical node is below the defined
critical level.

l

One or several of the defined flow constraints.

l

One or several of the defined pressure constraints.

Alternative solution
See the topic Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution, page 38.

Simulation time
The simulation time for temperature optimization is huge compared to a standard dynamic simulation.
For details you are referred to the preceding section on Linear programming problem, just as you can see a visualization
in the process chart in the preceding. The section explains that it is important to conduct many experiments to prepare
input for the linear programming problem. Each experiment corresponds to a full dynamic simulation.
The number of experiments depends on the following two parameters:
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l

The number of heat plants in the model being active in the optimization. Each plant requires a series of experiments.

l

The time step for temperature changes. A small time step will give many experiment compared to a large time
step giving relatively fewer experiments.

The number of simulations is calculated by multiplying:
l

The number of active heat plants.

l

Period divided by the time period named Time step for temperature change.

l

The number of simulations.

The following sample temperature optimization model illustrates the number of simulations:
l

Two heat plants are active in the optimization.

l

The time period Time step for temperature change is defined to 1 hour.

l

The simulation period is equal to 24 hours.

l

The number of simulations in the simulation period is equal to 72 (period/time step).

The number of simulations is 2 * 24 * 72 = 3456 compared to a standard dynamic simulation with 72 simulations.

Next
Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution, page 38
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Temperature Optimization Alternative Solution
This topic provides information on alternative solutions when called for during the temperature optimization process.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Alternative solutions
Some operating conditions can cause temperature optimization to issue an alternative solution for the supply temperature at heat plants. An alternative solution is used at times where the linear programming problem does not have a
solution. This means that the actual boundary conditions will not allow the system to find a solution that satisfies all system constraints.
This situation can occur if
l

The starting condition does not allow the temperature in all critical nodes to be at or above the defined temperature.

l

Two simultaneous constraints (such as maximum flow at a heat plant and minimum pressure constraint) can be
too restrictive to allow a physical solution to the problem.

There are two alternative solutions
A. (Default) A solution that is used as basis for linearization. It is generated using the rule of thumb to fit all flow,
pressure, and temperature constraints. It is equivalent to the previously described rough time dependent supply
temperature, which limits the temperature increase to an estimated sufficient level.
B. A safe solution is to increase the temperature as fast as possible to the maximum defined limit for each heat
plant (defined gradient).
You must choose the alternative method that best suits your network requirements.

Next
Temperature Optimization Data Post Processing, page 39
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Temperature Optimization Data Post Processing
This topic explains some of the results of temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Post processing
Depending on the actual system it may be necessary to perform post processing of optimized temperature setpoints.
Examples of post processing
l

A SCADA system will typically not be able to receive future setpoints, only the actual value. The consequence is
that either the temperature optimization system or another feature will have to send an updated setpoint to
SCADA at regular intervals.

l

A scenario where the flow or pressure constraints have been included correctly in the optimization, but the load
forecast has not been updated to reflect the real situation with a heavy load.

In such cases it is possible to see maximum constraints that are violated due to a too slow update frequency of load forecast or temperature optimization simulations. It may be necessary to post process the setpoints in these few cases; for
example using VBScript or similar language facilities. For details see the topic How To: Post-Process Maximum Flow Correction, page 48 or Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?, page 52
VBScript is Visual Basic code written in a text file using any text editor and subsequently saved with extension vbs.
VBScript files can be executed on any Windows platform and data can be transferred from one database to another.

Next
Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme, page 40
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Temperature Optimization SCADA Control Scheme
This topic provides a sample layout for a SCADA dialog/diagram that displays all required information to control the optimized supply temperature from Termis.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

SCADA control scheme
It is assumed that
l

Optimized supply temperatures are made available in SCADA for each plant in each zone.

l

Proper configuration for the data transfer of temperature optimization values between Data Manager (integrated
or stand-alone) and SCADA.

The supply temperature for each plant in each zone can then be controlled from a diagram containing the information
provided in the following figure. Notice that the figure is only a suggested SCADA control for the supply temperatures.

where
TERMIS TO is used as the term for the temperature optimization in legacy Termis.
Only green fields (Mode and Default) can be changed by the Operator.
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Optimized supply temperatures from Termis are considered of good quality if each of the heartbeat tags is below a certain limit. If nothing else is given, you are recommended to use the following values for limits for new systems:
Heartbeat Limit

Description

Alive counter

1 to 2 hours.
If the value does not change within this period it will trigger a
heartbeat alarm.

Simulation age

4 hours.
If Termis has not delivered new results for 4 hours it will trigger a
heartbeat alarm.

Load prognosis age

6 – 24 hours.
If no new prognosis data is received within this period it will trigger
a heartbeat alarm.

SCADA will then control the supply temperatures out of each heat plant by implementing the following scheme:
l

If a zone is set to Manual mode then the default supply temperature must always be used as setpoint for each
plant in the zone.

l

If a zone is set to Auto mode then the optimized Termis supply temperature must be used if there are no heartbeat alarms, and the default temperature must be used if there is a heartbeat alarm.

This control scheme is intended as a guideline. Other principles can be used as well, just as other or additional heartbeat
tags can be implemented.
Finally, you also have the option to define the default value as a time series with hourly values.

Next
Temperature Optimization Results, page 42
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Temperature Optimization Results
This topic explains some of the results of temperature optimization.

Before
l

Study the introduction to optimization. For details see the topic About Temperature Optimization, page 4.

l

For particular hands-on information you are referred to the topic Temperature Optimization Checklists, page 58.
The checklists provide an overview of all the processes (steps) that you most likely will have to perform for a successful setup of the temperature optimization.

Results
The result of a temperature optimization cycle, relevant for transfer as setpoints to SCADA, is a time dependent supply
temperature curve for each heat plant that describes the setpoint for a future period, typically 12, 24, or 48 hours.
The following figure shows optimized temperature curves for a heat plant and downstream critical points.

Figure legend
1

The solid zigzagged blue curve (1) illustrates an optimized supply temperature at a heat plant. This
optimized curve starts at a high level and is then reduced to a lower average level. The high starting
level is because the system is not running in a closed loop. The zigzagged curve is the result of a combination of the ideal mathematical solution and the defined time resolution. The curve would be
smoother with a reduced value stated for the time period Time step for temperature change.
The other curves illustrate the optimized supply temperature in downstream critical points.

2

Observe how the solid green continuous temperature curve (2) for one of the critical points
decreases to the defined critical temperature 60 0C after a couple of hours and stays at this level.
The other curves are for natural reasons at a slightly higher level as they are either located such that
they are supplied from the same heat plant, but at a relatively nearer location with less temperature
losses, or they are located in places with relatively higher loads.
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Savings when using temperature optimization
When you perform a typical temperature optimization you will experience the following results.
l

Reduce the average supply temperature in the network.

l

Maintain or slightly increase the return temperature in the network.

l

Increase the flow in the system.

The results in the preceding will reduce the heat loss in the system and slightly increase the pumping costs. The following formula provides an estimate for the effect of a running temperature optimization, assuming that 10% of the
saving is lost on increased pumping costs.

where
Saving

Is Saving (mu)

Hl

Is Heat Loss (MWh)

E

Is Energy price mu/MWh)

p

T

Is average Supply side temperature, today (C)

T

Is average Return side temperature, today (C)

T

Is average outside temperature (C)

T

Is average Supply side temperature, optimized (C)

T

Is average Return side temperature, optimized (C)

st
rt
out
so
ro
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Hands-On Guidelines to Temperature Optimization
This section contains additional topics on temperature optimization.
How To: Fit Load Forecast to Measured Current Value

45

How To: Manage Critical Nodes for Temperature Optimization

47

How To: Post-Process Maximum Flow Correction

48

Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?

52
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How To: Fit Load Forecast to Measured Current Value
At the start of a simulation it may happen that the load forecast does not match the actual load. This situation will not
happen as often if the load forecast is updated every hour and is based on the actual production. However, experience
shows that there are significant deviations from time to time.
In case of a deviation you have the following options:
A. Trust the actual measurement and fit to the load forecast within a certain time. (Default)
B. Trust the actual measurement and scale the load forecast to the actual level.
The deviation between actual measurement and load forecast is reduced according to the following formula:
Load(t) = LF(t) * [ 1 + (ratio -1) * dFac ]
dFac = exp[ -log( 2 ) / T½ * ( t - t0 )]
ratio = PowerM / PowerLF (t0)
where
Load(t)

Is applied load at time t.

LF(t)

Is base load forecast value at time t.

T

Is half time constant. By default set to 1200 seconds.

t

Is actual time.

t0

Is start time of simulation.

½

Power

Is measured load at simulation start.

Power

Is base load forecast.

M
LF

The ensuing figure illustrates how an actual load in a network is adapted to a defined load forecast using different halflife parameters. The figure shows a load forecast starting at time 0 with a value 100 MW and where the light blue signals
the continuous curve. The measured power at this time is 80 MW.
The other curves illustrate how the load forecast can be adapted to the measured value using different half-life parameter. The small-dashed curve is an example of full adaption of the load forecast to the first metered value using the halflife parameter of 24 hours. The other curves are examples of fast and not so fast adaptions from the metered value to
the base load forecast.
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To set the half-life parameter
1. From the menu bar in Termis select Configuration, then Configuration Parameters, and then point to Modeling, Advanced Setup.
2. Locate the parameter Half-Life and set the required value to allow for a proper deviation; for example 1200 seconds.
Notice that it is possible to define the half-life parameter as a time series or a calculation field under the configuration
parameters.

To add time series or calculation field
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Configuration Parameter Setup.
2. Locate the half-life parameter and under the column Additional enter the codes TS;CALC.
Use auto-completion to ensure that you enter the codes correctly. Press the Ctrl key to list all the supported
codes. Separate the codes with a semi-colon.
3. Save your changes and access the sub-menu Configuration Parameters.
4. Go to the folder Modeling, Advanced Setup to add either a time series or a calculation field.
5. Locate and right-click the half-life parameter and select Add Time Series or Add Formula.
6. Save your changes.
Other simple scaling options are:
A. Scale the load forecast in Termis using a simple factor.
B. Generate a new load forecast entry in Data Manager as the calculated object, where the scaling factor is an average value of the ratio actual load divided by the actual load forecast value.
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How To: Manage Critical Nodes for Temperature Optimization
The limitations for a low temperature determine the lowest possible supply temperature for temperature optimization.
You must identify the critical nodes in the network and specify the lowest possible supply temperature. The critical temperature in a node must be defined at a location with a reasonable flow to ensure that concurrence effects do not cause
disturbance.
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How To: Post-Process Maximum Flow Correction
When temperature optimization is enabled and controls the supply temperature, the actual state of the network is used
as initial condition at the start of each simulation cycle. You can perform a simulation for the entire network using the
hydraulic model and real-time measurements from your SCADA system.
The simulated state of the network is then combined with a load forecast, which predicts the heat production from the
plant one period into the future. The result of this simulation is a prognosis for the supply temperature for the plant for
the next 24 hours. This ensures that there is no violation of the critical temperatures in the network. The simulation
also accounts for possible flow limits at the plant (pump maximum).
The optimized 24-hour prognosis for the supply temperature at the plant is then used as setpoints in SCADA, and the
prognosis is used until a new simulation is carried out and a new prognosis is supplied.
During cold periods, when pumps may operate close to the maximum limit and the supply temperature is controlled by
the forecast from temperature optimization, then a significant deviation in the load forecast used by temperature optimization can lead to a violation of the pump maximum. If the actual load is higher than predicted by the load forecast
and the supply temperature is set by the temperature optimization then the plant will compensate for the higher load
by increasing the flow, and the pump maximum may be violated.

To compensate for a pump maximum violation you are recommended to increase the supply temperature setpoint specified by the temperature optimization prognosis in Termis when the measured flow exceeds a specific level close to
pump maximum.
The following chart illustrates and explains the steps involved in the procedure that leads to satisfactory corrections.
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The procedure has been coded into a script reading input data from a Microsoft Access file. The script is configured adding
a line in the database for each heat plant using Microsoft Access. The relevant fields in the database are described in the
following table.

View relevant fields
Field

Description

PlantName

Name of plant. Only used for trace log file name.

debugOn

Display error messages in dialogs (0 = NO 1 = YES).

maxTS

Maximum allowed supply temperature [°C].

maxQ

Maximum allowed flow [kg/s].

maxTSRateChange

Maximum allowed rate of change for supply temperature [°C/h].

proActiveStart

Start pro-active correction when
scadaQ >(1-proActiveStart)*maxQ
A proposed value is 0.1 activating the correction when the flow
reaches 90% of maximum flow.
This parameter is named a.

proActiveFlowDiff

Perform pro-active correction when
scadaQ >(1+proActiveFlowDiff)*termisQ
A proposed value is 0.05 activating the correction when the measures flow is 5 % higher than estimated.
This parameter is named b.

termisTS

Data Manager tag name of supply temperature from Termis.

termisTR

Data Manager tag name of return temperature from Termis.

termisQ

Data Manager tag name of massflow from Termis.

scadaQ

Data Manager tag name of massflow from SCADA.

scadaTS

Data Manager tag name of actual supply temperature or setpoint
from SCADA.

dmCorrectedTS

Data Manager tag name of corrected supply temperature.

The system requires that a new tag is created in Data Manager to store the corrected temperature setpoint. In the table
the tag name is dmCorrectedTS.
The script must be activated as the last Data Source in Data Manager. The Data Sources are executed in alphabetical
order. See the ensuing figure for a sample configuration.
You should be aware that the changes of maximum flow and maximum rate of change of temperature must be configured as redundant in the script database.
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The sample file names listed in the ensuing table are used in regards to temperature optimization.
If you are a Schneider Electric partner you can access these files with the proper credentials from the Partners
Area on our corporate Web site
File

Description

TOCorrections_Ini.mdb

Input database.

TOCorrections.bat

Batch file starting script. To be updated with relevant logical drive
and directory of location of script files.

TOCorrections.vbs

VB script conducting the correction.
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Why is There a Violation of the Maximum Flow Constraint?
There can be several reasons why the defined maximum flow constraints are violated. The following is just one example. You are recommended to peruse the checklist to keep track of possible actions to locate the cause.
Violation example
The situation is such that the load forecast is above the present metered value and the metered flow is near the maximum flow.
In this case the cyclic simulation applies the metered production, and within the next hour the system will increase the
production to the load forecast value that is assumed to be valid for the future.
Depending on the actual conditions in the network the temperature optimization will not be able to compensate for the
too high flow with an increased supply temperature.
For the present example the situation should be handled with a more realistic load forecast. Optional events could be
defined, which could start at the metered value.

Checklist: Reasons for violated flow and pressure constraints
The ensuing checklist can be used to detect some of the causes for a violated maximum flow at a heat plant or violated
pressure constraints.
Check points

Comment

Inspect the system log for error messages and warn-

Error messages and warnings may indicate the reason

ings.

for the violation.

Is the load forecast being updated?

An old load forecast will result in a constant production.

Is the actual measured production equal to the actual
load defined by the load forecast?
The majority of all nodes must be defined using power

This is a prerequisite for the flow and pressure con-

as load and return temperature in stead of cooling.

straint to react.

Check all pressure and flow limitations. Conduct a
standard cyclic simulation to check the actual pressure
and flow against the limitations.
The system responds to flow and pressure constraints
using a linearization of a non-linear system. It means
that relative violation of a certain size must be
expected. The violation is, however, less than 10 %.
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About Adaption
You can make adjustments to the performance of certain data types in your network. Adaption is the function that
allows you to adjust static model data to align this data with measurement data.
This topic provides an introduction to adaption and explains how to enable adaption in Termis.
Termis supports adaption for
l

Flow adaption

l

Return temperature adaption

You have the option to exclude node objects from adaption. For details see How To: Exclude Node Objects from Adaption, page 57.

Before
Ensure that the adaption parameters have been properly configured. You can configure the parameters for flow adaption and temperature adaption.
To activate (or deactivate) you must select (or clear) the check box for Enable Flow Adaption and/or Enable Temperature Adaption. Locate the parameter under the Configuration menu>Configuration Parameters>Modeling, Setup.

Flow adaption
Flow adaption is the facility that allows the total demand node flow, including flow in by-passes, to fit to the total net
flow supplied to a zone. Flow adaption is conducted at zone level defined via the zone association at node level. The total
supply flow to the zone is then used to scale the node flow to the required net flow supplied to the zone. For cyclic simulations this scaling is done for the first time step in each simulation.
You can adjust the flow adaption if you only have measurements available at the start of the cycle.If you set the flow
adaption factor to 2 you can set this parameter to for example 3600 seconds, and observe how the adaption factor will
be 1.5 after 1 hour and gradually adjusts to the initial flow.

Temperature adaption
Return temperature adaption is the facility that allows the simulated return temperature at heat plants to fit metered
values.
The following figure shows the typical boundary conditions for temperature in a simplified model. For details on boundary conditions, see the topic About Boundary Conditions, page 19.
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where
l

Plant represents the production with a defined the supply temperature.

l

Consumer represents a load with a defined cooling or return temperature.

l

DT represents the consumer's temperature change (cooling).

If you run a standard simulation without adaption, the result is a simulated return temperature at the plant. There are,
however, certain deviations from the measured values.
The values can be caused by
l

Incorrect estimated cooling or return temperature at consumer node.

l

Incorrect calibration of the heat loss in the network.

l

Incorrect configuration of the by-passes in the network.

When you run a simulation with the adaption enabled, the system assumes that the defined cooling or return temperature at consumer node are tentative and will initiate the appropriate adjustments. The defined return temperature
will be changed to reflect this factor and adjusts the defined value to fit the plant's return temperature.
The result of the temperature adaption will typically lie within +/- 1 0C.
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How To: Configure Adaption Parameters
When you import models you need to ensure that the adaption parameters have been properly configured. You can configure the parameters for flow adaption and temperature adaption.
This topic provides guidelines for the setup of the adaption parameters. For background information and instructions on
how to enable adaption see the topic About Adaption, page 53.

Plant parameters
To configure the parameters for the plant
1. Right-click the plant and select Edit<plant ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate and select the folder Adaption.
To the right you see the attributes that you need to configure for flow and temperature adaption.

3. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Adaption flow

Provide the efficiency values for the flow you want to adapt to.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the return temperature.
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Pipe parameters
To configure the parameters for the pipe
1. Right-click the pipe and select Edit <pipe ID>.
2. Under the Edit Data dialog locate the parameters for adaption. View under the folder Adaption.
To the right you see the attributes that you need to configure for flow and temperature adaption.

3. For each option provide the appropriate values according to the following table and press OK.

Explain options
Option

Description

Adaption flow, supply

Provide the efficiency value for the supply flow.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the upstream return tem-

Ups

perature.

Adaption temperature, return

Provide the appropriate temperature for the downstream return

Dws

temperature.
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How To: Exclude Node Objects from Adaption
In situations where you have a defined flow or power on a node object you have the option to keep this value and
exclude particular nodes from the adaption process. You may want to do that when you have a fixed value or a time
series set for the flow or power on certain node objects.
You can exclude specific node objects from adaption in the following ways
l

By measurement

l

By attribute (check box)

Flow adaption
To exclude by measurement
For nodes with a defined flow or power, you can substitute this setting with a measurement. The node will then be
excluded form adaption.

To exclude by attribute
1. From the Configuration menu select Layer Data Configurations.
2. Access the relevant layer and then point to the Node object and go all the way to the bottom and create a new
attribute and as a minimum configure the following entries.
Entry

Description

Name

The attribute name must be ExcludeLoadAdaption.

Group

Add it under the Adaption group. If not already, you may have to
create the group.

Type

Local

Object type

Boolean

Alias

Rather than displaying the attribute name you can enter a more
reader friendly name.

Phys type

None

Additional

CHK
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Temperature Optimization Checklists
This topic provides you with a set of checklists that you can print and use to assist you during the process of implementing temperature optimization for the first time.
Send this topic to your preferred printer to assist you during the configuration process.
The checklists cover the entire optimization process from the early steps of planning for the optimization till the phase
where you monitor the network on a regular basis for any changes in the temperature optimization operation.
The suggested procedures are meant as inspiration and assistance only. Your project may need and require different
approaches.
It is assumed that you have a running PC with all the required software installations to run Termis
and temperature optimization.
The set of checklists encompasses the following sections:
l

Planning for temperature optimization

l

Implementing temperature optimization

l

Running the system

l

Monitoring the optimization process

l

Observing errors
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Planning - ensure that you have all this data present before you proceed to the implementation
#

Step

What to do

Where to find information

1

Collect model data

Collect pipeline geometry.

Collect information on the pipeline such as pipe type, diameter, roughness, heat loss
coefficients.

Collect consumer data.

Collect information on consumers such as annual consumption, equivalent
operational hours, geocodes.

Collect elevation data.

Collect elevation data such as
survey data.

2

Collect SCADA information

Ensure that you have all the
required SCADA diagrams (process flow diagrams).
Prepare SCADA changes that
are required for the handling of
setpoints.

3

Data Manager setup
Communication setup between

Integrated Data Manager and

About Data Manager and Data

data services

Services, page 13

Termis and SCADA

and
About Inbound and Outbound
Communication, page 67
Stand-alone Data Manager
(Via OPC or OLE DB)

The documentation supplied
with the stand-alone Data Manager contains in-depth configuration information.

4

Weather forecast or load fore-

Establish a connection to the

cast

current weather forecast or
ensure that you have a dedicated load forecast.

5

Historical data

Request historical data required
as boundary conditions, provided the model is part of a system setup.

6

Remote connection

Establish a remote connection,
such as VPN (Virtual Private Network).
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#

Step

What to do

Where to find information

7

Export results

Integrated Data Manager

How To: Define Setpoints for
Data Transfer to DMOPC DB,
page 74

Stand-alone Data Manager
If you plan to export the temperature optimization results
from Termis to the stand-alone
Data Manager, you must create
the proper setup in Termis. This
means that you must create a
digital object and configure this
object appropriately.
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Implementing temperature optimization
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

Controls

Identify the various control objects (pumps, differential pressure,
etc.).

2

Create Termis model

Create a Termis offline model using an existing set of data for
example using Model Manager data. The model must be welldefined in regards to the existence of a plant, objects, boundary
conditions, etc. The model configuration likely encompasses several well-defined submodels.

3

SCADA setup via stand-alone

Establish read interface to SCADA.

Data Manager
Establish write interface to SCADA.
Describe the results to return to SCADA and describe how SCADA
must use and react on the results.
4

Data Manager data collection

Configure Data Manager and start the process of sending data
from Data Manager to Termis.

5

Simulation

Run a Termis cyclic (real-time) simulation.
For details see About Cyclic Simulation, page 6.

6

Calibration

Run a calibration of the model prior to setting up the temperature
optimization.

7

Connection to load forecast

Establish connection to load or weather forecasts.

data
Import historical values for power, outdoor temperature, and wind
speed to stand-alone Data Manager.
Configure stand-alone Data Manager to receive data from the
weather forecast.
Configure the load forecast.
Conduct the initial auto-calibration for the load forecast.
Set the load forecast to real-time mode.
8

Temperature optimization configuration

Configure the Termis model for temperature optimization.
You must configure the following set of parameters
l

Configuration parameters

l

Node parameters

l

Plant parameters - can be optional

l

Pump parameters - optional
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#

Step

What to do

Done

Find the in-depth information under the topic Temperature Optimization Parameters, page 22.
9

10

Data Manager (stand-alone)

Configure Data Manager database to receive results from tem-

configuration

perature optimization in Termis.

Temperature optimization - test

Perform a test run temperature optimization on Termis.

run
11

Temperature optimization- fine

Adjust the parameters, if needed, for best possible result when

tuning.

running the temperature optimization for the Termis model.

12

Start temperature optimization

Start the temperature optimization operation in Termis.

13

Start the Utility program

Configure the 7TWatchDog application to monitor the operations

7TWatchDog

for stand-alone Data Manager and Termis and possibly send emails in situations when these applications are not subject to
frequent updates.
For details on the 7TWatchDog application:
l

Upload the application from the 7T Web site: http://7t.dk/termis/default.asp?showid=237

To download the program you need proper credentials as a system integrator. Contact Schneider
Electric for details.
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Running system
Inspect the model for correct behavior after or during an adjustment phase.
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

Control load forecast

Check to see that the applied load forecast is updated and looks
correct in both stand-alone Data Manager and Termis.

2

Control main measurements at

Check to see that the main measurements at heat plants are cor-

heat plants

rectly updated.
Use main flow measurement for the supply and the return temperatures as an example. Observe the relevant measurements in
a graph in stand-alone Data Manager using all available time
steps. Double-check that the most recently used current flow in
Termis is the same as observed in stand-alone Data Manager at
that time.

3

Control heat plant supply tem-

Check the status of the suggested heat plant supply temperature

perature

in stand-alone Data Manager using the graph option for all available time steps, and subsequently zoom at the latest simulation
period. Ideally, the temperature must have slow oscillations without big amplitude changes.

4

Control time series

Check the status of a time series in Termis defined for the heat
plant supply temperatures and temperatures in all critical nodes.
At least one of the temperature readings at a critical node must be
close to the defined value, provided there is no violation of flow or
pressure constraints.

5

Control power curve at heat

Check the status of the latest calculated power curve at heat plant

plant

and compare it to the applied load forecast. The curves must be
almost identical. The sum of the generated heat at all heat plants
must be almost equal to the load forecast. There will be a deviation since the system subtracts the heat loss from the load forecast and applies the difference as a load at nodes.

6

Control flow curves

Check the latest calculated flow curves at heat plants and make
sure that the optional maximum flow is not violated.

7

Control if system is in closed

Check that the system is in a closed loop as expected.

loop
8

View system event log

Check the system event log for potential harmful warnings and
errors.
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Monitoring
Locate the causes for a violated maximum flow at a heat plant or violated pressure constraints.
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

View system event log

Inspect the system log for error messages and warnings that may
allude to the reason for the violation.

2

3

Check the setup of the load fore- Ensure that the load forecast is kept updated. An outdated load
cast

forecast will result in a constant production.

Check the production setup

Ensure that the actual measured production is equal to the actual
load defined by the load forecast.

4

Check to see that nodes are cor- The majority of all nodes must be defined using power as load and
rectly configured

return temperature rather than a cooling value. Without this form
of setup the model cannot react to flow and pressure constraints.

5

6

Check all pressure and flow lim-

Conduct a standard real-time simulation to monitor the actual

itations

pressure and flow against the limitations.

Check flow and pressure con-

The system responds to flow and pressure constraints using a lin-

straints

earization of a non-linear system. It means that relative violation
of a certain size must be expected; less than 10 %, however.
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Check for abnormal system behavior
#

Step

What to do

Done

1

Check nodes

Check to see that the majority of nodes is defined using power and
return temperature.

2

Check optimization limits

Check to see that optimization limits are as expected. This means
that they must not be overwritten by measurements from
SCADA.

3

Remove constraints

Remove the pressure constraints and flow constraints one by one
and observe the ramification of each removal.

4

Change time step interval

Run the optimization with shorter time steps and evaluate the
required simulation period.

See also the checklist for the violation of the maximum flow constraint under the topic Why is There a Violation of
the Maximum Flow Constraint?, page 52.
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Misc. supporting topics
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About Inbound and Outbound Communication
When you use the integrated Data Manager as implemented in Termis version 5.0, you are recommended to study this
topic as it provides an overview of the inbound and outbound communication setup. The setup allows you on the one
hand to push data from SCADA to Termis and on the other hand to transfer calculated setpoints to be forwarded to
SCADA. The communication setup is an action that is done once and then maybe only adjusted once in a great while.
The figure in the following illustrates the data flow for the inbound (light purple dotted line) and outbound (dark purple dotted line) communication for the integrated Data Manager functionality. In addition, the figure shows the standard master/operator setup (black solid line). See the in-depth explanation to the figure under Connection
overview.
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Connection overview
Based on the figure in the preceding, this table provides an overview of the key connection points and their related configuration parameter. In addition there are pointers to relevant topics with additional information.

#

Process or connection

Configuration Parameter

What happens (+ pointers to
topics)

Inbound communication
1

Data Service => Termis Master

DM IP Address

Both the preferred data service and
Termis must be configured with

DM TCP-Port

matching values.

DM ID

The red arrow under the inbound
communication represents the data
transfer from data services to Termis via web services.
The topic About Data Manager and
Data Services, page 13 provides indepth information on the setup
requirements as well as the work
flow for the proper configuration of
Termis when using data via data
services.
For the setup of data services, see
the stand-alone documentation provided with the preferred data service (under the Help menu).

2

Termis Master => DM DB

Not applicable

Create a database with the proper
format. See also the section Data
Manager database in the ensuing.
The Termis installation guide provides step-by-step instructions for
creating a database with the correct
format. You can download the installation guide from the corporate web
site.
Notice that Termis supports two
database formats:
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#

Process or connection

Configuration Parameter

What happens (+ pointers to
topics)

Multi-User Setup
3

a. Operator machine

Master ID

A multi-user environment is a sim-

Master TCP-Port
Master IP Address

ple shared system in which you can
store data as files on a shared hard
drive and broadcast information on
new data. It is designed to run on

3

b. Master =>Operator

In a standard multi-user
environment:

several PCs or on a terminal server
with several defined users.
How To: Set Up a Multi-User Envi-

Operator ID

ronment
4

Master Termis as DM Client

DM ID

See explanation to DM Client in the
ensuing.

DM TCP Port
DM IP
Outbound communication
5

Termis Master => DMOPC DB

Database connection

See How To: Define Setpoints for
Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page
74

6

Termis Master => EWS Client

EWS ID

See the section Outbound com-

EWS TCP Port

munication.

EWS Server TCP IP (only at clients)
7

Termis Master => Generic Client

Generic ID

See the section Outbound com-

Generic TCP Port

munication.

Generic TCP IP (only at clients)

Inbound communication
The inbound communication represents the process where you push data into Termis. The measurement data that
comes from the SCADA system, or other external data source, can subsequently be stored in an SQL database (Data
Manager DB).

Data Manager database
You must create a database that is compatible with the integrated Data Manager data format. For standard use, the free
edition of the SQL Server (2008 or 2012) will be sufficient. However, extensive storage of huge amounts of data
requires the use of other SQL Server versions. The SQL Server is not supplied with Termis.
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Outbound communication
The outbound communication represents the scenario where you want to set up a data transfer communication from
Termis and back to SCADA.
Depending on the outbound scenario, you will need to apply matching servers and clients for the data transfer.
l

DM OPC client

l

EWS client

l

Generic client

DM OPC client
The typical outbound scenario is where you forward a number of calculated setpoints from Termis to SCADA. This process is typically done using DM OPC and where data is sent via a DM OPC client to the OPC Server and then subsequently
pushed into the SCADA system. For details see How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB, page 74.
When you want to send setpoints via the generic server to the client, the Termis built-in timer can be configured to calculate a setpoint and send the values at the specified interval, such as every 5 minutes.
Termis then peruses all the defined digital objects and the attribute that is associated with a particular digital object will
then forward the result to the DM OPC and subsequently send it to the SCADA system.

EWS client
The EWS is the Ecostruxure Web Service Schneider Electric corporate web service. Through the EWS server (web service) you can communicate the setpoints to all the Schneider Electric software application systems, such as PLC, SCADA,
Citrix, etc.

Generic client
If you have a generic server (web service) installed, you can send all data via this to the client. The generic client mimics
an ODBC driver that will soon become obsolete. A generic client allows you to browse and look up data and select single
attribute values (such as pressure, flow, etc.). The selection can be done for a stand-alone attribute or a time series.

Several instances of Termis Master
There may be scenarios that require a setup with more than one running instance of Termis. In general, the first
instance of Termis that is configured to receive SCADA data via data services is considered the designated Data Manager
instance. Any subsequent Termis applications will be run as Data Manager clients. Any associated DM Client will then
appear from a list of clients on the designated Data Manager instance with the defined ID and whether it is currently
active (connected).

To define DM Client
When you want a Termis master to run as a DM client you must make sure to select it as such by defining the parameters DM ID, DM TCP Port, and DM IP.
l

From the menu bar select Configuration and select the sub-menu DM Client.

The designated Data Manager instance automatically recognizes the new client.
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To view list of defined DM Clients
When you have assigned one or more instances of Termis to run as DM clients, the client ID shows up on the list of
clients under the designated Data Manager instance.
l

From the menu bar select Toolsthen Data Manager and select DM Clients.

This brings up a dialog with the list of defined DM clients. Any additional instances of a Termis master defined as DM
clients will work a a client on the designated Data Manager instance. See the explanation to the figure in the table.

Explanation to the figure
Item

Description

ID

This is the name that you enter for the Operator ID under the
Configuration Parameter dialog.

Type

This is the type of operator application that is currently connected
to the Master.

Connected /Last

This is the time stamp for when the operator station initiated con-

Access

nection and when it last accessed the Master station.

Enabled

Select the check box to allow DM clients to access the Master station to retrieve data.
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How To: Fetch Data from Preferred Data Service
This topic explains how to fetch data from the data service that you have chosen as the provider of SCADA data.

Before
Ensure that you have completed the following actions. Else you cannot fetch data through the data service.
l

Determine which data service that suits you needs and subsequently configure the service according to the guidelines described in the document: Data Services, User's Guide. You can access this documentation from the
Help menu in any of the supported data services.

l

Start the service from the data service application, if not running already. When you start the service from the
data service application, allow the service to run for a few seconds to establish the connection to Termis.

To fetch data from the data service
1. From the menu bar select Tools, then Data Manager and open DM Data Service.
This example shows the reading of data from an OPC data service.

2. As mentioned, it may take a couple of seconds before you see any activity in the DM Data Service dialog.
3. Right-click the DM Data Service dialog and select Fetch Tags.
The system now retrieves data via the data service, so allow some time for the transfer. When the transfer is
complete the Measurement dialog opens.
If the transfer is successful, you can verify that the tags are added to the database, you created. In addition, you
can watch how the tag values are kept updated in the right-most columns.
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Monitor and edit measurements
When you have retrieved the data as explained in the preceding, you can watch the data process from a log file.
For details see How To: Fetch Log File, page 1
In addition you can monitor and edit the measurements.
For details see How To: Edit Measurements, page 1
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How To: Define Setpoints for Data Transfer to DMOPC DB
This topic explains how to configure the setpoints in Termis for attribute values that you want to send to SCADA using
DM OPC. For information on the DM OPC application, you are referred to the documentation provided with the product.

Before
l

You must have a fully and well-configured running Termis, including data retrieved using the integrated Data
Manager function. That is, you must have retrieved data using data services.

l

Important: Prior to defining the setpoints in Termis, you must define the relevant tags in the DMOPC (using the
tool DMOPC).

l

The DMOPC DB must be connected to the DMOPC server. For information, see the documentation provided with
the DM OPC application.

l

To allow setpoints to be sent at specific intervals, you must configure the configuration parameter dtOPCExportUpdate (default alias name is Time Step, OPC Export Update). Locate the parameter under the group
Infrastructure, Export OPC in the Configuration Parameter dialog.

The setup involves the following steps.
A. Connect to the DMOPC DB database from Termis.
B. Configure object for attribute setpoints.
C. Create and configure digital object.

A. Connect to database
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, point to Data Connections and from the dialog click the entry for
OPC Export DB.
2. Under the Connection Properties dialog point to the Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE
DB Provider. Under Server or file name locate the appropriate database.
3. Test the connection.

B. Configure object for setpoints
The following description is a sample object configuration for two setpoints - one for pressure and one for last known successful setpoint - but you can configure any setpoint according to your needs.
1. From the menu bar select Configuration, then Layer Data Configurations from where you create the attributes as setpoints. In this example, the attributes look as follows:
Name

Group

Type

Object Type

Additional

Pressure

Setpoint

Local

Double

TS,CALC

LastGoodSetpoint

Setpoint

Local

Double

TS,CALC

The Pressure attribute enables time series to be sent to the SCADA system.
The LastGoodSetpoint attribute records setpoint time series from the last simulation with a successful simulation
(status = 0).
In this example the setpoint Pressure is added a calculation field that encompasses the recording of the last good
setpoint status.
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2. Close the Layer Data Configurations dialog and point to the object to have the association to the attribute setpoints. Right-click the object and open the generic object editor.
3. Locate and right-click the Pressure attribute and select Add Formula to open the Calculation Field dialog.
The sample formula looks as follows:
VAR(SimAge,SYSTEMTIME()-LASTSIMSUCCESS(Default))
VAR(DefTS,3.3)
IF(LASTSIMSTATUS(Default)=0, SET(LastGoodSetPoint,P), IF(SimAge < 18000, LastGoodSetPoint, DefTS))
where
l

SimAge is a parameter calculating the time in seconds since last good simulation.

l

DefTS is a default time series or, in this case, a constant value.
The default time series will apply when the simulation results are old or based on poor measurements .

l

SET(LastGoodSetpoint,P) transfers the calculated pressure time series to the attribute LastGoodSetpoint.

l

First defined IF statement makes sure this only happens when a good simulation has been conducted.

l

Second IF statement makes sure that the last good setpoint time series is transferred as setpoint up to
18000 seconds (5 hours) after last good simulation.

C. Create and configure digital object
You must create a digital object to transfer the setpoint time series to the DMOPC DB.
1. Right-click the main model area and select Insert Object and point to Digital Object and follow the application
instructions on the screen.
2. Configure the object as appropriate. The following is the sample setup of the digital object.
Under the Attribute ID you will find the attribute defined previously (here Pressure).
Under DM Tag make sure that the ID matches the ID in the DMOPC DB.
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The setpoint transfer has the following setup:
l

It will be sent with a user defined period, defined via the configuration parameter dtOPCExportUpdate.

l

The unit is as defined in the digital object. (It is not a SI-unit value)

l

The send value is a time interpolated value calculated at current system time.

This concludes the setup of the setpoints and you can start monitoring the update process under the DM OPC application.
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How To: Establish a Data Connection
It is important to establish a data connection to allow for import or export of data between Termis and your preferred
database. You can establish a connection to any database of your choice to import or export data from live systems.
When you import data you can for example present this data in multiple ways, such as measurements used as boundary conditions, a new layer, attributes to an existing layer, just to mention a few.
This topic explains the supported methods to establish data connections.
A. To a Data Manager integrated database.
Applicable only when you retrieve data using data services.
B. To a database (Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and Microsoft Access).
Applicable only if you run Termis with the stand-alone Data Manager application.
C. To a spreadsheet.
D. To a text file; including how to handle a csv file.
For alternative approaches to importing data into your model see the topic How To: Import Data.

A. Integrated Data Manager database
If you retrieve data using one of the supported data services, you must have the correct database format. The data services come with a script that enables you to create a database with the right format. The installation guide provided with
Termis provides in-depth information on how to create the database and run the script. You can download the installation guide from the corporate web site.

B. To establish a data connection to a database (use only with stand-alone Data Manager
application)
Microsoft SQL Server 2012
1. Install SQL Server 2012 at the required platform.
2. For administrator and users of the data, create local users at the server platform.
3. Create users for the SQL Server.
Users must have appropriate rights in regards to database administration and upload of data at user level.
4. Create the Termis database based on SQL scripts.
As a system integrator you can download the sample SQL script, Create 7TResBaseSQL.sql, from the 7T
partner download site. This is a restricted site that requires a valid maintenance agreement. The script is part
of the SI_Utility.zip package.
You must have the proper rights to log on to and create databases. Double-click the script or open the script from
within the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.
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5. For the firewall ensure to reserve the ports 1433 and 1434 for TCP as it is required by the SQL Server.
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6. Enable the core Networking (TCP/IP) to allow data through the firewall. This must be configured on server
side as well as on client side towards the server.

7. Configure Termis for SQL. From the menu bar select Configuration and point to Data Connections to open
the Connections dialog.

8. Under the Connections dialog select Export Data DB.
This entry is configured to use Microsoft OLEDB provider for SQL.
9. Under the Data Link Properties dialog select Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server.
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10. Under the Connection tab specify the connection according to your SQL Server.
Password must be blank or saved together with the connection setting.
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11. Press Test Connection to verify that you have a valid connection.

Next
To export databases from Termis follow the instructions in the topic How To: Export Data to Preferred Database.

Microsoft Access
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog decide whether to
l

Import Data Manager data (using DataManager DB).

l

Export data to Data Manager database (using DataManager Export Database and optionally the sample
database, TempImp.mdb).

l

Export data to any database of your choice (using Export Data DB and optionally the sample database
7TResBase.mdb).
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3. Press the field for the Connection String next to the required option.
This opens the Data Link Property dialog under which you must select the appropriate database provider, such
as Microsoft Jet 4 OLE DB Provider for a 32-bit version, or Microsoft Office 12.0 Access Database Engine OLE DB
Provider for a 64-bit version. You are recommended to test the connection before you proceed and press OK to
exit the dialog.

4. Optional. To protect the data in Termis you are recommended to set the data access permissions to read-only
(Read). This action prohibits any direct changes to data; data can be modified from the source.
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You have now successfully established a connection to the Microsoft Access database that contains the required data.

Next
To export databases from Termis follow the instructions in the topic How To: Export Data to Preferred Database.
The following data connections assume that you use the Microsoft Jet 4.0 (32-bit system).

C. To establish a data connection to a spreadsheet
1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog create a new entry for the spreadsheet connection, for example Spreadsheet,
and press the field to the right to open the Data Link Properties dialog.
3. In the Data Link Properties dialog. select the Provider tab, point to the required database provider. and press
Next. The figure in the ensuing shows the database provider for a 32-bit version.
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4. Under the Connection tab select the database provider. For a 32-bit version use the field Select or enter database name; for a 64-bit version manually enter the relevant path.
5. Locate the spreadsheet with the relevant data. The ensuing figure is a 32-bit example.
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6. Under the All tab double-click Extended Properties and enter the value for your current version of Microsoft
Excel, such as Excel 8.0.
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7. Return to the Connection tab to test the connection before you exit pressing OK.
See the following figure for a sample setup (now a 64-bit) to a spreadsheet.

You have now successfully established a connection to the spreadsheet that contains the required data.

D. To establish a data connection to a text file
The text file must be a proper comma separated text file.
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1. From the menu bar select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under the Connections dialog create a new entry for the text file connection, for example CSV, and click the
field to the right to open the Data Link Properties dialog.
3. Under the Provider tab select he appropriate database provider . For a 64-bit this could be Microsoft Office
Access 12.0 Database Engine OLE DB Provider. Then press Next.
4. Locate the folder that holds the relevant text file. Notice that you must point to a folder and there must be no
occurrence of a file name.

5. Select the All tab and point to Extended Properties and the click the button Edit Value.
6. Under the Edit Property Value dialog enter the following property value TEXT;HDR=YES and save the
changes.
The new connection string appears under the Connections dialog. Close this dialog.
You also have the option to connect to a schema.ini file. This type of file is recommended if for example your text table
contains DateTime, Currency, or Decimal data. For details see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms709353(v=vs.85).aspx (Last visited October 2012.)
When you have established the connection to the external data source, this data must be related to the data already in
Termis.
For in-depth description on how to link external data to a layer see the topic How To: Import Attributes From a Database
and locate the section To establish a relationship for external data and a layer.
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Sample connection strings
Microsoft SQL Server File (local)
Data Source=(local); Initial Catalog=DatabaseName; Integrated Security=SSPI

Microsoft SQL Server (server)
Server=(hostname); Database=DatabaseName; Trusted_Connection=Yes

Active Directory Service (OLEDB)
Provider=ADSDSOObject; User Id=username; Password=password

Microsoft JET (Access) (OLEDB)
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.mdb
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.mdb; Jet OLEDB:Database Password="MyDbPassword"

Microsoft Excel XLS
Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=c:\somepath\filename.xls; Extended Properties="Excel
8.0;HDR=Yes;"
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How To: View Status Simulation
Termis offers the following status overviews for results and measurements. At a glance, you can for example see the
number of critical measurements in your network. As for results, you can receive one result event for each submodel,
whereas for measurement status files you receive one status of measurements that in turn is associated to submodels.
This topic provides you with three options to retrieve status information on measurements following a simulation.
l

Status Ia - displays status as a data field from a dashboard. No history available.

l

Status Ib - displays status as a time series for the simulation period, thus historic data is available for the said
period.

l

Status II - displays status as a time series for a longer period. Historic data available. Status data must be stored
as measurements in the Data Manager database. Use Data Services or Data Manager V2.1 or earlier.

Status overview Ia
When you use this approach to view status on your measurements, be aware that this status does not entail historic
data. To retrieve historic data, you should either opt for a short historical cycle displayed as a graph (see Status overview
Ib) or the status explained under Status overview II.
Follow the setup instructions in the ensuing to create data fields to display status messages. The status displays
through a data field in a dashboard indicating the number of measurement failures for a particular type.
You can create data fields for the following status types (where the figure in parentheses is used in the calculation field
to indicate the type).
l

Critical (value 1)

l

Major (value 2)

l

Minor (value 3)

1. Open a dashboard in design mode and select Add and then Text.
2. In the right-most pane under 7T Settings enter text as a heading under Control Text. For example Measurement status.
3. Repeat the steps 1 and 2 to enter text for the measurement types; such as Critical.
4. Select Add and then Attribute Data Field.
5. Locate the right position for the form field and left-click to release the control.
6. Under 7T Settings set the option CalcField to True.
7. Under Attribute press the browse button to open a dialog from where you determine the measurement status
type.
8. For result status:
Under Field Text enter LASTSIMSTATUS(#).
Substitute the # with the relevant value for the submodel (such as Default); for example LASTSIMSTATUS
(Default) to generate results for the submodel. Press the Test button to display a result under Value. At this
point in time, the value is 0.
9. Repeat step 8 to create result fields for all required submodels.
10. For measurement status:
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Under Field Text enter COUNTMEAFAILED(#).
Substitute the # with the relevant value for the status type (1, 2 or 3); for example COUNTMEAFAILED(1)to
define the critical measurement types. Press the Test button to display a result under Value. At this point in
time, the value is 0.
11. Repeat step 10 to create all required status types.
Your setup could look like the following figure.

Simulation values returned by the function LASTSIMSTATUS
For an overview of all returned simulation values, see the section towards the end of this topic, Status file contents.
-1: Returns a negative result before you have run a simulation.
0: OK.
1: Simulation interrupted by user.
2: Simulation failed.
3: Alternative solution (variable time series)
4: Alternative solution (quickly ramp up temperature to maximum temperature)
5: No optimal solution under pump optimization.

Status overview Ib
You can view the simulation status as a time series wherever you have defined a calculation field on attributes. If for
example you add an attribute data field to a dashboard, you can view the status from this field.
This figure shows how to display the latest simulation status for the selected attribute from the attribute data
field in a dashboard.
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Status overview II
When you use this status overview, the result can be displayed as a time series in Termis. In addition you get historical
data. The status overview depends on your application setup, whether you connect through data services or through
the stand-alone Data Manager.

Use the stand-alone Data Manager
To use this approach you must connect to a TempImp3 database from Termis. This database is supplied with the product.
Locate the sample TempImp3 under
C:\Users\<alias>\Documents\Schneider Electric\Termis\TestData
The ensuing figure shows the round-trip of data between Termis and Data Manager.
Under Termis you connect to the TempImp3.mdb. Data Manager then retrieves the data and processes this data and
returns history via the Data Manager database. Under Termis you can then set up a time series for each status type.

To set up the round-trip of data
1. From the menu bar in Termis select Configuration and then Data Connections.
2. Under Data Manager Export DB point to the TempImp3 database supplied with the product.
3. From the menu bar in Data Manager select Configure, point to Data Sources, and then Add New.
4. Enter a name for the new data source, such as From_Operation.
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5. Under Connection Type select External.
6. Under TempImp select the browse button, connect to the TempImp3 database and test the connection.
7. Run a simulation.
8. Still in Data Manager create the required data tags for the measurement status types.
You can create the following data tags.
The name of the data tags must be exactly as you see them in the TempImp3 database.
l

Default_RESULTSTATUS

l

MEASUREMENTSFAILED_CRIT

l

MEASUREMENTSFAILED_MAJOR

l

MEASUREMENTSFAILED_MINOR

9. Under Data Source point to the source you created in the preceding.
10. Under Parameter select for example either Counter or Factor.
11. Under Status select for example Used directly.
12. From the menu bar select Run and point to Preprocessor.
13. Save your changes and exit Data Manager.
14. From the menu bar in Termis select Edit and point to Measurements. Exit the dialog pressing OK to read the
data tags from Data Manager.
15. Under the menu bar select Edit and then Time Series, and enter an ID for the new time series; for example
Crit_measuremetns.
16. Enter a group name for the status type, such as ModelStatus.
17. Open the wizard and select Measurement.
18. Under the dialog Select Data Manager Measurements and highlight the row with the appropriate measurement and press OK to create the new time series.
19. Save your changes.
This completes the setup for the round-trip of data using Data Manager V2.1 or earlier.
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